
~h~ t~$kof negotiatinq this compromise fell
heavily on my office.

Firl'iltof ~ll, we were QPl,iqed to anticipate a
host of CQmpl,e:lt and UIlP:r:eced<mted scenariQs; I!!econq, to
attelilPt, to write haPPY endi,ngs in full cooperat;l..on with a
teli\Peramental·playwrig11t esteamed for his tragedies.

~he f~itl!! of thel!!eefforts were plessed by the
~dIi\inist:r:ation and tranSmitted to the Congress in a letter
dated Nove~r 2~, 1974. That is just a year agO thil'il
"olUing Sa1:,urday.

~he 1c;ltter, :l: un4erl'iltand, cOnl'ilt1tutel'il a truly
unique eVent· in tbe 1li.stoJ;'Y of commun1qU€lf~ from the Execu
tive to the Con~esl'il.

J; '111'111 re~d. a paragraP11 from tlle cOllllllunique to
see if YOu agree,

In teferrin9 1:,0 the COli\ProliliSe, this missive
st~tea t;l1e £o1.1ow1ng:

, •• ~W1l,e rel'ilultant 1egil'il1"'t;ion strikes CIn
e~tr~lY delic<\te p;t,lanCe pet;wee~ divergent prEliferenceiS.•
Evenminorc11lUl2:e>IIi,f,n.tbe text; of tllifi document are likely
tq·upsett;ll,e'Pa,l,anCeto tlle extent t11at One or the 0tller of
t11e pa:r:ti~ls!l!i!:1bt ·peol;:l1'iged. to witMrJ;lwit,l:l lJupport. In
1;he·.spirit;of~QiProoitY,tlleref()re, t11e ~dlrdni"l1;ration
mui!lt alll)tt11atit$ endorse~ntof this propolila1l;:lerega;rded
a."lW1tlld+a,m. iRthe event tllEit;any o11ang<;ls are made i,1;l tlle
te~tQf 1;h,eagret,ld"'u~n lan9~genotwltAatanQj;nqth~ £~ct
t,h",t .sQohohangelllmigllt·be in the dlrectlonof the Adlninb-
~._,---,,----- '" .,_ .. -.-",., - '.'-, ' - ~ ~...-...--. - ,--
tration's preferenoe."· .

~'I?~;Iq)o,l'iIeln ;'eo~:L:L1:ng~elile e~lltti ~t tlllli!
Aea,~1n~. ~ls!llQ:r;ni,n~ 1,£1. 1;Q dis,l?e;!. any nOtiOn tll&t; elt,J;1er
1:.11'" ~par~nt: oi!Co,lDIiI8rcfl o~ the Adrilinistratlon authgJ:ed
~he E~~ Pa~ent Policy,

Fa~ f;,ompej,ng ()ffend.ed by any crltlcisms ~ou~

e~erlenCE!! ~YAa'ITe i!at;~eredoz: mqtbere.d , weare. U.ke;J,y to
fee;!. villo~Ql!,te,d.

J;elloc:p~.geY9'h~l'.'E!f!9J;'CiIlt to pe ~ti candicl aI;ld:
fOr1;~~9ht as PPSllllbl'" i~ aslilellllllin9 1:.11eililp~ot;of ~RQA'~
e~!stin9Pat4U1t PollCY ancl in proposinc;I 1IIIprovementS.

\
\
\,'&I~
i ~~I,
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CHA:tR,MAN JOHNSON: GOod IDOming and welcome 1;.0
public hearings on ~RDA patent policy.

We wo~:J.d UM to welco~ each one of yo~, ana
particu1arly thoSI! al:e are .goir1g to make remarks.

We look forward very much to hearing what you
have to S4Y.

!3Elforl!l yo~ 4;r:e mePlbersof the :tnteragell.cy ',I.'ask
Force l'n.;E!WAPatli!ll.tPoli,c:y. ;J: w.i.ll introd~ce them at. 1;hiE!
t:Lme. TbEilyw:l,;l,:i.be l,istel.'\,ing to tne testimcmy and c01lllllents,
and ask~9quest.i.onE!ofyo~ aurir1g this day and tOlllQrrow.

We are very he!nored 1;0 bave wi1;h us 1;he
,2\ss,istant sec;ret;llry ot Cl'_rc£l,pr. !3etsy MCl~r-i1QJlnson.
We a;r:e ~;t'¥. ~:i.,i~!1-t;lId sP.e iE! !1-li!;I:'e ~c:a~se'we OWII the present
fo~ of ~e ;E~A pat.ent. P9:i.,icy,in the Federal Nonnuc:1ea;l:'
Resl!al:cb and: l;)eye:i.0Jilment·,A.c:1: to hl!;I:" more than anY other
si,n9le :f,i~e ,in the ,2\dm,in,istrat:ion.

Of co~rse, t.bEil;re l!Irl!l many o1:herll who We;l:'e
ill.vC):!.ved,. pUtl>r.AAc:~e:r ...JC)~SQnwas the lead,in~ advocate
w.i.t.4J.n ~e ,2\dn\,i,n,iS1:rati,onw.i,.th ;t'l!ls;peqt to wbat 1:las ,become
the E!WA:n.onn~clearpatent; PQUcy.

'l'q hElr;l:'i~m1; ,is ~' ·liugh W,itt, the pirector of
the Of.fiae Of FeQ.eral ProcU;!:'lillII8nt Pou.cy.

~ ll:re' ve:ry de:i.,ighted t;hat. he is hl!re to st\ldy
at fLrst"'banQ. this init:iatiYe in 1;he f.i,.elQ. C)f pat;e:n.1: pou.cy.

liill off;l.,qe will PI! hayin9 a r()le in the ~velop'"

mant;of qov8rn~:n.t"wide P41:e:n.t; PQ;t,icy.

N,e~ to 1:liDl .t..s M:r. ~effersOJl.IU ..:p. f:rl'lII t.ne
ElePl!l:rt.Dlent of J~t:ic, Office of ,~ Ass:l,llt;ant Atto~eY
General for Ar)t;~trUst., a ~Plber C)f oU;!:' :tJl.t.8raqency Task
FO,rce.

.M:r•.'Ii,tg .a:Lllo' wall~nq 1;4o.se whe! helpea shape
the Pa1;E!nt; policy ';l;n tha Fecle:ral Nonnuclear Act.

.",2\t ."~'. e?Ct:r~ r.i.911t. .,is M:r. JQ81!1 l;)ermy, W1:lQ :l,s
1:he As8,ilil1;!lAtGenerai CoWlIllel for ERDA for Pa1:ent Mattel:s.

'l'q D1Y llilft ,ill. Mr•. WadI! Ji!laQkD\aJl., Whl' ,iStll-e .l;leput.y
AS8is~t Adm,in!lIt;l:'ator for poJ.,icy anaPlannill.9 Ar)alysis of .
ERDA.,
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Group V - Individual Spokesmen

Paul L. Gomory stated that mandatory licensing would be unw~se for

it would discourage investment of funds, time and energy--in energy and

related fields. Such a policy would discourage the most qualified

contractors from taking ERDA contracts.

Professor Irving Kayton opposed mandatory licensing, pointing out

that it is the small institutions, far more than large corporations, which

will suffer if mandatory licensing becomes a part of ERDA's patent policy.

Small firms that develop significant breakthroughs based on their work

will find their patents will be impotent to preclude the large companies

from taking those developments and using them to their own commercial

business advantage. There is no need for mandatory licensing if the

object is to prevent SOme party from blocking a crucial advance such as

a solution to an energy crisis. The federal courts can be relied upon

to force the patent owner to grant licenses in such cases, and in all

events would be most unlikely to grant an injunction against infringers.

Mandatory licensing will discourage small firms and individuals from

working on ERDA's energy problems, and that would be most undesirable

from every point of view.

Jacob Rabinow commented upon mandatory licensing by making reference

to countries where they have such requirements. In Israel, he said,

they have mandatory licensing because they don't like to have foreign

companies sell patented items ~n Israel without setting up a factory in

Israel. Having a great shortage of foreign exchange, Israel set up a

i~

la,
~
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the company noted that a considerable amount of a contractor's background

rights may be required to be made available to others but only in a very

limited manner, i.e. where there is an absolute need to do so. The

spokesman did not find this objectionable. As for the possibility of it

having so-called blocking p8tents, which normally might become the object

of a mandatory licensing requirement, the company stated it probably had

such patents but its experience has been that its patents on its suc

cessful developments are ones that they normally are successful in

1icens ing to other s ,

Texaco Development Corporation stated that the right of eminent

domain and the procedures before the Court of Claims already provide

ample remedy to the government where a patent is unreasonably withheld by

the private sector. Hence, mandatory licensing is not needed. Denying

the injunctive remedy seriously hampers the reasonable bargaining position

of patent owners. Further, it seriously reduces the self-putative infringer

to a reasonable royalty even where he might be caught in an intentional

clandestine infringement. ERDA should oppose mandatory licensing as adding

nothing to existing remedies the government already has, and at the same

time would seriously limit the rights of the patent owner.

The Oil Shale Corporation took no position on the question whether

ERDA should adopt a policy of mandatory licensing, or on the question

of what forms of ERDA assistance might warrant application of such a

policy. However, if such a policy is adopted, the corporation believes

it should contain certain safeguards or criteria to assure that its
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opposite direction so as to detract from rather than add to, our country's

technological leadership. Not only\does history show it is not nece8sary~

but if anyone 1S concerned with the ~ossible blockage of progress by
\

patent owners the courts have shown a readiness to grant equitable relief

1n such cases. Even ERDA's patent provisions help alleviate this fear
\

of blockage, for its background patent provisions require contractors to

agree that they will license others if ne~essary to make workable a devel
\

opment made for ERDA under contract. To g6 beyond this and require manda-
,

tory licensing of privately funded developm~nts is to cast a pall on the

desirability of such work.

Hughes Aircraft Company stated it was strongly opposed to mandatory

licensing, especially mandatory licensing of background patents. The

company stated that it is company policy to license its patents under

reasonable terms and conditions. But it still feels it necessary to

have available the injunctive remedy to expedite negotiations of reasonable

terms and conditions. It also feels it should have the first right to

supply the marketplace with a product on which it holds a basic patent.

If it cannot or is unwilling to satisfy the marketplace on a competitive

basis, then it would be willing to license someone else to do so.

Monsanto declared that the proposal to require mandatory licensing

of energy-related patents is of great concern to it and to others in

industry. Mandatory licensing of energy-related patents will undoubtedly

hasten the loss, rather than the hoped-for gain in production by seriously

weakening the incentive to allocate manpower and facility resources to

1
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adopted so as to mandate that a contractor license its background

patent rights. Such a change would discourage participation in

research and development work by those with the greatest capabilities

of achieving the desired objectives. The potential contractors with

the most extensive background would be exposed to the greatest risk

by reason of mandatory licensing provisions. Thus, the greater the

background the greater the deterrent to participation. In Ford's

view, ERDA's Administrator should recommend to the Congress that no

mandatory licensing provisions be enacted. Mandatory licensing will

prove to be a counterstimulant to the achievement of new technology

which Congress sought when it enacted the 1974 Act establishing ERDA.

The Patent System provides the incentive for inventors to invent and

disclose their inventions by giving them the right to exclude others

from practicing their inventions for a limited period of time. Man-

datory licensing, by depriving the inventor of this exclusive right,

would remove the incentives to invent and would discourage disclosure

of the inventions under the patent system in favor of trade secrecy.

Economic forces will assure that any worthwhile invention is made

available to the public in the shortest possible time without any need

for mandatory licensing. In the absence of mandatory licensing there

will continue to exist a strong incentive in others to try and lIinvent

around" existing patents. with mandatory licensing there is a weakening

of the bargaining position of an inventor in negotiating licenses, and

this is disadvantageous, especially to small inventors. For all these

reasons Ford recommends strongly against the adoption of mandatory
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Group IV - Industrial Corporations

Aluminum Company of ~merica stated that, in its opinion, most

business organizations concerned with the continuance of a strong,

viable patent system in the United States, one which promotes industrial

progress, oppose the concept of mandatory licensing of energy-related

patents. Such a concept involves a form of compulsory licensing, something

which has been excluded from the U. S. patent system since its inception.

It is hoped, said the company, that it would not appear necessary to ERDA

to report any need for statutory implementation of this concept.

Chrysler Corporation was of the opinion that mandatory licensing

would seriously erode the incentive to invest effort and risk capital to

bring an invention to the market place. Courts have provided a satisfactory

remedy under existing law where public policy necessitates licensing of

competitors. Mandatory licensing was characterized as a remedy for an

ill that does not exist, and as a dangerous first step toward destruction

of the incentive of the patent system.

Combustion Engineering states its position that mandatory licensing

of energy-rel~ted patents is not needed. It feels that such a requirement

could be a deterrent to research and development in the energy area and

that it would lead to the use of the trade secret route of protection

where applicable. Furthermore, the company points out, it cannot be

shown that mandatory licensing of an invention has ever been necessary

to make a worthwhile invention available to the public. The company says

it cannot imagine any situation 1n which it would not either pursue and

J
I

I
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able to compete against big business. Small business depends on the

exclusivity afforded it by patents in order to develop its inventions, and

yet is agreeable to the exploitation of inventions if exclusivity does not

produce the desired results of utilization on reasonable terms. Within

these concepts small business 1S opposed to mandatory licensing per se. In

its place, it recommends that 28 U.S.C. l498(a) be amended to permit suit

against the government in the Court of Claims as usual, but also in the

Federal District Court, to permit injunctive relief 1n any situation where

a mandatory license would be sought if the law were to provide for same.

Pharmaceutical Mahufacturers Association, in a six-page, single spaced

letter,presented a comprehensive "brief" in opposition to mandatory

licensing. It offered its views and experiences based on its dealings over

the years with efforts to provide for the compulsory licensing of pharma-

ceutical patents which, it maintained, would have curtailed patent pro-

tection for pharmaceuticals rather than merely cause the foregoing of

injunctive remedies.

The Association observed that mandatory licensing prOV1S10ns are 1n

the Clean Air Act and the 1954 Atomic Energy Act. It expressed the view

that the provision in the former statute is of no practical value in

achieving a pollution free environment, and urged that ERDA not recommend

adoption of a similar measure in the energy field. The Atomic Energy Act

provision is essentially an eminent domain arrangement made necessary when

atomic energy was partially released to the private sector from strict

government monopoly.

\
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by large companies, it was pointed out, have become an important instrument

for monopolization in industry. Many such patents may~ if tested in court,

be held invalid. The ERDA Administrator will be in no position to judge

their validity. Smaller firms have not the financial resources to carryon

a prolonged litigative battle which ultimately would enable them to have

the patents struck down and permit them to enter the field. Under these

circumstances it is obvious that the Administrator, in the interest of

expediting his statutory functions, should have full authority for manda-

tory licensing of proprietarily held patents.

Electronic Industries Association states with regard to mandatory

licensing of background patents that if such rights are needed by the

government or third parties they should be obtained by negotiation with

the patent owners. With regard to mandatory licensing of backround data

it is urged that full protection be given to the contractor by ERDA, or

else contractors will lose all interest in taking ERDA contracts. The

Association stated that it fails to see how a broad mandatory licensing

program could contribute in any positive way to the success of the ERDA

program. Instead, it would constitute a disincentive for firms to be placed

into a position of being forced to set up competitors or deal with potential

competitors from a poor bargaining position.

The Manufacturing Chemists Association was of the considered opinion

that mandatory licensing of energy-related patents 1S neither necessary

nor desirable. The Association believed that the confiscation of rights

such as embodied in Subsection: 113(c) of S.1283 (93rd Congress) as passed

by the Se~ate (but removed fro~ the bill in conference), would defeat the

I

I
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I
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1n practice the problem never arises. In industry, for example, if

someone needs to have use of a patent and it is important enough they

just go ahead and infringe, and then the matter of rights, etc., 1S

settled by a lawsuit. The net result is that even in the absence of

mandatory licensing there is no blocking or stopping of American industry.

University of Wisconsin (and Wisconsin Alumni Research Institute)

declared mandatory licensing to be an anathema to the transfer of tech-

nology. In the presence of mandatory licensing provisions little incentive

can be offered to encourage development of inventions for the public

benefit. No one will risk the capital necessary for such development,

knowing full well that once the development has been completed and the next

and perhaps even more costly stage, namely, market development, has been at

least commenced, his competitor can move iritothe market; because of his

ability to force a mandatory license. The risk is greatly reduced by the

certainty that the product is commercially feasible and perhaps acceptable

to the public for that has already been proven by the innovating company.

If there is Concern over inactivity in the utilization of patents, this ~an

be guarded against by the march-in rights clause which also protects the

public interest in the event of collusive arrangements tending to accumu-

late market power with anyone or a small group of licensees.

Group III - Trade Associations and Other Groups

Aerospace Industries Association of America stated 'that it has

consistently opposed mandatory licensing. It not only negates the an-:

centives of our Patent System but also is in derogation of private property

rights. AlA has proposed draft legislation containing provisions for the

I
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needed because some companies suppress the use of their patented inventions,

and did not exploit them to the fullest. He doubted the validity of this

prem1se, stating that the only suppression of patents of which he was aware

has been done by the government.

University of Southern California (and Committee on Governmental

Relations, National Association of College and University Business Officers)

urged that rules and procedures should not be issued that require mandatory

licensing of energy-related patents. The provisions of the Federal Non

nuclear Energy Research and Development Act of 1974 do not require, in its

judgment, mandatory licensing. As a matter of fact, the university repre

sentative declared, mandatory licensing is considered to be at cross

purposes with the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 which states that the

objective of ERDA patent policy is to provide an incentive to stimulate

commercial industrial development in energy fields as well as to protect

the public's interest. As the university interprets mandatory licensing,

it would require the patent owner to grant a license to any party desiring

one. Mandatory licensing can be interpreted that a patent owner will be

required to forego his injunctive relief provided by the patent statutes.

If such rules and procedures for mandatory licensing are promulgated, the

incentives of the limited monopoly granted by a patent would be destroyed.

Commenting further, the university's position was expressed that the patent

monopoly provides the owner with the ability to license exclusively his

invention to a licensee who is willing to invest time and money necessary

to license his invention. Under mandatory licensing the incentive provided

to exclusive licensees would be lost and no commercial organization
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an incentive for stimulating commercial industrial development in energy

fields, as well as to protect the public's interest. Legislation was urged

setting forth the firm policy that the licensing of energy-related patents

1S not needed to carry out the objects of the Energy Act of 1974.

Case Western Reserve University stated that to require nonexclusive

licensing of patents almost invariably results in nonutilization of the

technology. It therefore urged an arrangement such as an Institutional

Patent Agreement transferring title to universities to allow them to make a

realistic transfer of technology for the public benefit.

The Johns Hopkins University stressed that mandatory licensing is not

needed to carry out the purposes of ERDA's enabling statute, and would work

against the objective of providing stimulation of commercial industrial

development 1n energy fields. The incentive to invent and invest in

exploration of needed inventions would be destroyed and the public's

interest would suffer as worthwhile inventions would not be commercialized.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology stated that mandatory licensing

1S based on the theory that by requiring an invention to be licensed

to all interested licensees, the technology transfer process will be

accelerated and the invention will thus benefit more of society more

quickly. If this theory could be demonstrated as true, said the Institute,

universities probably would support mandatory licensing with enthusiasm.

Unfortunately, however, the V1ew was expressed that it seems more likely

that this theory suffers from much the same defect as that which encour

ages dedicating inv~ntions to the public rather than licensing them at

all. There is no incentive to a licensee to spend the often massive
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1n their foreground inventions, ERDA will be left with a concentrated pool

of major corporat~ons as the ener6J innovators of tcmcrrcw~ The small

businessmen or corporations with valuable background rights representing

expertise in energy that ERDA needs will depend on their own continued

funding in order to keep exclusive rights to their developments.

William A. Marshall said the background rights provisions are vague and

unclear.

Mandatory Licensing

Group I - Patent Law Associations

American Patent Law Association stated that any provision for man

datory licensing is contrary to the public interest because it diminishes

the incentive to invent and the incentive to exploit inventions. It

further pointed out that if the inventor or his assignee is faced with the

possibility that a license to use his invention can be forced from him by

governmental fiat, he will have considerably less incentive to make and

publish inventions through the patent system. Moreover, his incentive to

invest the time and money necessary to exploit his invention commercially

will be diminished by the possibility that sOmeone not having invested that

time and money will be able to copy the product of his investment by

obtaining a mandatory license.

The Patent Law Association of San Francisco took the position that

"to require the patent owner to grant licenses to others, including his

competitors, on royalty and other terms which appear to be 'reasonable

under the circumstances' (to ERDA) 1S undesirable if not unconscionable."
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this would almost certainly cause a public disclosure of existing back

ground technology. The company believes this would seriously jeopardize

the effectiveness of the Synthetic Fuels Commercialization Program, and

suggests that the requirements of Section 9 be modified substantially to

avoid this problem.

TRW stated that any requirement by ERDA that contractors license pre

existing background patents and data to third parties will tend to diminish

the incentive of prospective contractors to participate in ERDA's programs.

The "chilling effect" of these requirements is likely to be most pronounced

with those firms baving the strongest capability and know-how in energy

related technology. TRW also expressed concern on the mechanism by which

the reasonableness of background licensing terms are to be established, and

suggested that a procedure be established to provide for notice, hearing

and an impartial determination of the "reasonableness" of such terms.

Union Carbide Corporation expressed concern over the adoption of too

many detailed provisions in the regulations, stating that flexibility was

much to be preferred over strict rules. The rules require negotiations, 1U

many instances, over situations such as background patents, and such

negotiations can lead to other problems. The company advocated as uncompli

cated and straightforward rules on basic issues as it was possible to

devise.

U.S. Steel Corporation said that it was pleased to see that con

siderable effort has been taken to minimize the applicability of the

background patents provisions.
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parties fear that without mandatory licensing presently existing patents

of ERDA contractors can interfere with ongoing ERDA developments and the

commercial use of those developments. General Electric feels that this

apprehension can be fully met by proper use of ERDA's background patent

prov1s10n. According to that provision any company accepting ERDA con-

tracts agrees to make its. background patents available to others in ap-

propriate circumstances in the area covered by the contract, so that

background patents cannot be used to unjustifiably block out the use of

ERDA financed developments. To do that much, and not to get into mandatory

licensing, the background patent clause would have to be carefully admin-

istered. The clause is satisfactory but ERDA's legal people should school

the field personnel to understand its limitations and its proper application.

Hughes Aircraft Company stated that current ERDA policy requires that

its contractors provide it with broad royalty-free rights to all contractor-

owned patents and data which are utilized in the performance of the ERDA

contract. The company recognizes that the final ERDA policy must provide

some access to background patents and data, but believes that the present

practice provides too strong a negative incentive for the contractor. The

access should be limited within reason to do the job at hand, and not carry

it forward indefinitely in the future with a wide scope of application.

Contractors must give serious consideration to just how much of their

future business may be encroached upon if they give away broad rights to

their background patents.

Monsanto Company briefly mentioned the proposed background rights

provisions in connection with comments concerned almOSt exclusively with

!
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Dresser Industries requests that amendments be made to ERDA's pro-

posed rules so as to safeguard the rights of contractors and the interests

of the public in assuring that the licensing of background rights meets

ERDA's objectives. If no such changes are made the company expressed the

hope that the regulations are administered 1n a way as to convince industry

that participation in ERDA programs is worthwhile and will not entail a

give-away of intellectual property rights without possibility of commen-

surate return.

Fairchild Industries stated that the mere possibility that ERDA could

obtain rights to unidentifiable contractor background patents would auto~

matically decrease the value or potential value of the contractors entire

portfolio of energy related patents. Entering into an ERDA contract would

appear to requ1rethat the contractor maintain this portfolio in trust for

ERDA, and hence could not transfer or grant certain license rights to these

patents to others.

Ford Motor Company discussed background patent rights wholly within the

confines of its discussion of mandatory licensing which will be dealt w~th

1n the next topical section of this analysis. Accordingly, Ford's comments

on background patents will not be discussed at this point. In the question

and answer period Ford's representative was asked if the proposed ERDA

regulations dealing with rights to background data or know-how would be a

problem. The answer was that the regulations as applied to background data

would be even more onerous than those applied to patents. Here again, the

response was associated with the mandatory licensing of data and will

accordingly be dealt with in the next topical section dealing expressly

with that subject of mandatory licensing.
1
I
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National Small Business Association (and National Patent Council)

advocated a basic, two-tier policy whereby ERDA would be authorized to

wa1ve rights amounting to a grant to a contractor of a nonexclusive

royalty-free license up to exclusive license for a reasonable royalty for a

period less than the life of the patent with a right to sue. Small

business would be given special preference in the granting of licenses,

particularly exclusive licenses. Consistent with those basic provisions,

if a contractor already had a dominant or background patent position

necessary to the practice of an invention, the Association urged that ERDA

should seek to obtain rights thereunder for its own benefit and/or for

an ERDA licensed third party. The same would apply to the case of a non-

contractor having a dominant patent position necessary to the practice of

the invention. Also recommended was that ERDA should have broad general

statutory authority to purchase or license patent rights which may be the

background patents of 'a contractor or may be the patents of a third party.

As for background data, it was urged that specific statutory provisions be

enacted to give owners of such data a judicial remedy for compensation when

they are misused by ERDA, provided the data have been submitted to ERDA

with paper restrictions on their use or disclosure.

Group IV - Industrial Corporations

Aluminum Company of America stated that ERDA's proposed patent policies

are much more likely to be acceptable to most contractors than some of the

earlier regulations of various agencies in the energy field. However, it

is important to note, Alcoa said, that those policies contain provisions

for background patent rights in most contracts. This may cause the most

useful contractors in the energy R&D field to be deterred and in some cases
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acqu1re data and patent rights to background information that could affect

a company~s position in the market place. vfuat is mere, stated the Insti-

tute, there are a number of large companies which have conducted large

scale R&D in fossil fuel for many years, and which have acquired a pro-

prietary position in that field. Such companies are naturally reluctant to

do business with the government, and it becomes even more difficult when

the government seeks to obtain background patent rights from its contrac-

tors. The Institute's representative was asked by ERDA's general counsel,

R. Tenney Johnson, whether his remarks about background rights applied

generally to all government agencies that require them or specifically to

the much more narrowly drawn background rights clause in ERDA's regulations.

The reply was that even the ERDA clause tended to discourage the taking of

government contracts, mainly because of the discretionary authority vested

1n the contracting officers, and the apparent lack of any legal protection

or recourse that the contractor might have in opposing the action. More-

over, the whole process of seeking and resisting the granting of background

rights was expensively time consuming. Another concern 1S that if the

government should acquire background rights to data and publishes the data

the contractor would have no protection at all.

University of Wisconsin <Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation) did not

specifically discuss background rights. However, it strongly advocated

the use of Institutional Patent Agreements in lieu of a government title-

with-waiver policy 1n which the universities kept title to its foreground

patents. It would be expected, therefore, that it would object to giving up

background rights. Of course, as stated earlier in the cases of other

universities, its primary objective is to license its patents, and this

would most logically apply to both background and foreground patents.
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the point being that if the contractor did not wish to do so it should not

be compelled to do so.

The Patent Law Association of San Francisco believed that it would

be inequitable for the government to obtain, at no cost, the benefit of a

prior patent position which may have been developed at relatively great

expense to a background patent owner.

District of Columbia Bar Association opposed and objected to ERDA's

proposed background patent licensing and proprietary data licensing pro-

visions. It contended that those provisions are in derogation of the

compromise position reached by Congress during the enactment of the non-

nuclear R&D law which ERDA administers. It proposed, moreover, that if

ERDA insisted on seeking background rights it should amend its regulations

so that such rights would be granted nonexclusivelYn-by--the -contractor __onLy-

upon written application by the ERDA Administrator, and only to responsible

parties for purposes of practicing a subject of the contract which has been

brought to the point of practical application.

Philadelphia Patent Law Association stated that it saw no objection to

the government's acquiring at least licensing rights and any necessary

sublicensing rights in patents on inventions first conceived or reduced to

practice 1n its development contracts. By the same token, it declared it

was reasonable to obtain, in addition, licensing rights with respect to

those background patents a contractor may possess which otherwise would

block the government's use of the technology which that contractor evolves

and, in effect, recommends to the government.
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at all times. The contractor would have the right of first refusal of an

exclusive license to commercially exploit the invention subject to its

meeting certain specified criteria. To establish the terms or conditions

of the license the contractor would have to negotiate with ERDA. In doing

so this would be somewhat analogous to the process of seeking waivers which

1S now in the ERDA policy, the only difference being that with the ERDA

wa1ver policy there is no guarantee that a wa1ver and an exclusive license

will be granted. Lukasik's proposal practically guarahtees that the

contractor will receive an exclusive license, even if there are arguments

between him and the government over the specific terms of the license.

Admiral H. G. Rickover expressed the opinion that ERDA should not

encourage waivers of government patent rights. He stated that the waiver

authority should be exercised in only those rare cases where essential work

could not otherwise be obtained or the government elects to participate 1n

an on-going, contractor funded program in which the contractor bears a

substantial portion of the cost. In the latter case, the government's

rights to patents should be commensurate with the amount of the government

investment. Admiral Rickover stated that the opportunity to make a

profit, and to develop at government expense additional technological

capabilities that will better enable them to obtain future contracts should

be §ufficient inducement in nearly all cases to obtain industry partici-

pation in ERDA programs. In this opinion, the purpose of the Government

taking title to inventions developed at public expense 1S defeated if ERDA

adopts a liberal wa1ver policy.
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case where commercial demonstration by the contractor is required,

several provisions are seen which could prevent a company with valuable

existing technology from obtaining acceptable terms of waiver from the

administration. For this reason the company has recommended that various

bills now before the Congress which will affect their operations be amended

to confirm that Section 9 is not intended to be applied.

TRW stated that the proposed waiver regulations set forth a confusing

welter of criteria and considerations which the Administrator or his

designee must take into account in deciding whether or not to grant

wa1vers and on what basis. TRW urged that the proposed regulations be

redrafted to convey the impression that broad waivers will be granted on

a substantially automatic basis to those contractors who offer to share

with ERDA their existing technology and who offer a sound plan to pursue

for further development and commercialization of subject inventions.

TRW believes that ERDA is more likely to obtain the requisite measure of

technical cooperation from private industry if the regulations con-

tained a more explicitly articulated commitment by ERDA to a liberal

advance waiver policy.

U.S. Steel Corporation was of the 0p1n10n that the proposed wa1ver

provisions were complicated, indefinite and arbitrary because there were

no indications to suggest the conditions under which a wa1ver will be

granted, nor are there any guidelines to assure that ERDA will follow

a uniform policy in granting a wa1ver. It considered the waiver pro-

cedures far more complicated than necessary to meet the desired objec-

t ive ,
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~n response to questions asked of its representatives by members of the

interagency task force, the company stated the following regarding

wa~vers. No problem was envisaged ~n applying to the nuclear area the

waiver procedures proposed for the nonnuclear area. Concern was ex-

pressed that few waivers will be requested and few still be granted, mainly

because of the great number of specific points which must be satisfied

before waivers will be granted, and in many cases not all of those points

will be capable of being met.

Hughes Aircraft Company sees as one of the greatest problems in

entering into contracts with ERDA the extensive amount of time and

energy required to negotiate terms and conditions. The situation would

be much simpler, it suggested, if the contractors were always to re-

ceive patent rights (title) an inventions arising out of their con-

tracts with ERDA. However, it stated, although less desirable the

judicious use of W81vers as provided for in ERDA's current regulations

appears to be acceptable. In response to a question from the inter-

agency task force panel as to the company's concern about the delay in

negotiating waivers, Hughes stated it would be helpful to have a finite,

fairly small set of options that are worked out so that each case doesn '.t

have to be handled on an individual basis. A "blanket arrangement" that

could be assigned in a particular instance would be very helpful.

Rockwell Industries stated that it recognizes that compromises have

been made, in the patent provisions under the present ERDA Act, between

the extremes of title or license in the government. The company stated

the view that the waiver authority granted ERDA represents a definite

I
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almost unilateral decisions being made by government officials, and they

declared that this factor will discourage industrial participation in ERDA

programs by firms having the most to offer, namely those possessing valuable

background capabilities or new products and processes that ERDA might use,

but are not yet fully proven. The recommendation is made that ERDA's rules

be changed to give the contractor title as a normal situation, then provide

for wa1vers if the contractor cannot supply the market satisfactorily.

DuPont approved ERDA's statute and implementing patent policies,

including the title-with-waiver provisions. It sees sufficient flexibility

1n such a policy as to make its administration satisfactory to industry.

Fairchild Industries believes that a contractor is discouraged from

requesting a waiver because all supporting material submitted will be made

available to the public. Fairchild stated that the ability of ERDA to

terminate or modify the waiver seriously detracts from its value.

Ford Motor Company, after noting that ERDA's statute requ1res it to

acquire title to inventions conceived or first actually reduced to practice

under an ERDA contract, may under specified circumstances waive all or any

part of those rights to the contractor. The company finds this arrangement

unsatisfactory and a deterrent to the Congressionally stated objective that

ERDA build on established technology and to use established expertise to

develop practical applications of all potentially beneficial energy sources

and utilization technologies. Although the waiver provisions appear

designed to attract participation by the private sector, the fact that ERDA

1
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case, the Council is concerned that ERDA's policy on wa1vers 18 not clear.

The Council requests that ERDA issue a clear statement that the statutory

patent policy restrictions imposed on ERDA's contractors are not applicable

when ERDA (or its operating contractors) are performing work for others not

affiliated with ERDA (i.e., others who are not doing work for ERDA). In

effect, the Council requests that ERDA include in its regulations a full

governmental waiver of patent rights in such situations.

Group IV - Industrial Corporations

Aluminum Company of America states that for the best way to get

industry interested in accepting contracts with ERDA, and thereby help

support ERDA's basic mission of stimulating commercial industrial develop-

ment irt energy fields, the incentive of awarding to the corporate contrac-

tor title to its inventions should be the rule and not the exception. The

company takes cognizance of ERDA's discretionary waiver provisions, but

observes that 510ce the waivers are stated as exceptions to the general

policy it cannot be sure that the prOV1S10ns will be used properly. It is

concerned that a request for a waiver may be regarded by ERDA's contracting

officials as a non-responS1ve proposal, and that in such instances the

government would in effect be using its contract awarding ability as

economic leverage to acqu1re title. In view of such concerns the company

recommended that the regulations, if not ERDA's legislation, be modified to

provide for title to go to corporate contractors.

Amoco oil Company approved the policies in ERDA's proposed patent

regulations. It expressed the hope, however, that the detailed requ1re-

ments specifically listed by ERDA for advance waivers would not prove

\
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Not only should there be a liberal policy for granting wa~vers to assure

any benefit l.n the waiver principle, but the "re d. tape ll requirements

surrounding wa~ver applications should be reduced as much as possible so as

not to discourage contractors from undertaking an ERDA contract.

Licensing Executive Society voiced its understanding that the intent

of the "Waiver Provisions" in Section 9.109-6 of ERDA's proposed patent

regulations is to provide an opportunity for patent rights to be granted to

a contractor by wa~v~ng the government's rights. Although stating that it

appreciated the support by ERDA officials for the principle of providing

contractors with patent right~ to encourage their subsequent or concurrent

investment of private capital, the Society expressed the view that the

waiver provisions are less desirable and will be less effective than the

required automatic awarding to the contractor of exclusive rights which had

been recommended in 1971 by Task Force No. 1 of Study Group No.6 of the

/
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Commission on Government Procurement. The reasons given for this view

are: (1) Practical experience with other government agencies indicates

that the likelihood of the Administrator granting a waiver will be slim;

(2) Many bidders for ERDA contracts may be reluctant to argue for waivers

for fear of jeopardizing their chances of winning the award of a contract;

and (3) The requirement of formally presenting an application for a waiver

in each contractual situation, and in each case to present 12 or 13 separate

categories of supporting evidence, will discourage smaller companies from

requesting W81vers.

The Manufacturing Chemists Association supports the wa1ver pro-

visions as the type of incentive that is necessary to attract the
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it was maintained, are especially desirable for use with university

grantees or contractors because, unlike industrial contractors,the

inventions which arise from university research generally are very basic,

undeveloped, rarely beyond the prototype stage. Such inventions cannot

attract prospective licensees unless exclusively licensed, and the IPAs

generally provide for doing so.

University of Southern California (and the Committee on Governmental

Relations of the National Association of College and University Business

Officers) complained that ERDA's patent policies contained the same require-

ments for universities seeking waivers as it imposed on for-profit compa-

n1es. In fact, universities were being subjected to an additional require-

ments, namely that they have an approved program for technology transfer.

Such requirements of universities, it was contended, are inconsistent with

the intent of Congress that special treatment be accorded nonprofit

educational institutions. The principal objection was to the advance

waiver provision on a case-by-case basis. It was described as wasteful of

time. of all concerned. In lieu of the waiver provisions it was proposed.

that qualified universities be permitted to retain title 1n inventions

under IPAs.

University of Wisconsin (and the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation)

subscribed to the position earlier expressed by the University of

Southern California representative on behalf of the National Committee

of College and University Business Officers, namely that IPAs are much

more desirable and efficient than case-by-case methods (i.e., the

waiver mechanism).
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and each one could, upon qualifying for an IPA, rece1ve a "permanentll

wa~ver rather than have to apply for a wa~ver each time it wishes to bid on

an ERDA contract.

Case Western Reserve University urged ERDA to adopt a system of

leaving title with universities under IPAs and eliminate the need for

case-by-case waivers~

Iowa State University Research Foundation recommended that in lieu of

ERDA's waiver provisions there should be adopted a patent policy that vests

title with the institution by advance waiver, using the mechanism of an

Institutional Patent Agreement (IPA) such as the one currently used by the

Department of Health, Education and Welfare and the National Science

Foundation.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology criticized ERDA's wa1ver

policies as adding significant administrative burdens on the existing

patent structures of universities and government which would tend to

discourage university invention and patenting. Further, the uncertainty

created by the title-with-waiver policy would 1n many cases affect poten-

tial interest of licensees, and a significant element of delay and un-

certainty in the technology transfer process. In lieu of such a policy

it is urged that IPAs be employed for qualified universities, the state-

ment being made that such a program will dispose of the fears and reser-

vat ions caused by ERDA's waiver policies.
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expense should belong to the Government - the same V1ew that he expressed

to the Senate Judiciary Committee in 1961 at hearings on Government patent

policy. He believes that the mission of ERDA in promoting competition and

the commercialization of alternate energy technologies is furthered when

technology developed at Government expense is available for use by the

public, and not reserved for the sole use of those contractors holding ERDA

contracts.

Philip Sperber advocated a policy whereby the government would allow

contractors to have exclusive rights,. with the government retaining a

!
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non-exclusive grant, without the right to sub-license as long as the contrac-

tor is diligent 1n expending money and effort to convert the work product

of the research or development work done for ERDA into a commercially

feasibie solution. A 3-year exclusive grant, with possible renewals was

specifically suggested.

ERDA's Waiver Provisions

G A
.. 1/

roup I - Patent Law SSOc1atlons-

District of Columbia Bar Association stated that it 1S too early to

The Section of Patent, Trademark and Copyright Law of the American
Bar Association did not submit any comments to ERDA, but passed the fol
lowing resolution (Resolution 49) at the annual meeting in Montreal,
Canada in August, 1975:

RESOLVED, that the Section of Patent, Trademark, and
Copyright Law approves in principle that antitrust
considerations should not be a factor in the consider
ation of contractor requests for waiver determination
of rights to its inventions made under Government
research and development contracts; and

SPECIFICALLY, the Section favors deletion of Sections
9(c)(4), and 9(d)(lO) from the Federal Nonnuclear
Energy Research and Development Act of 1974, 42 U.S.C.
§55l6.
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Group V - Individual Spokesmen

Professor Irving Kayton made it clear that he opposes any policy

whereby the government takes title to inventions arising out of contracts

it grants. He stated that, whereas large corporations might find it

feasible to do without guarantees that they will rece1ve title to 1nven

tions their people make under government contracts and still survive, the

small and medium size corporations cannot take that risk. The payment by

the government to smaller companies for the use of their laboratories,

facilities and manpower 1S not sufficient to justify the allocation of

their resources to work on ERDA's problems. They need more, such as the

incentive that title to the inventions would g1ve ~hem.

Frank Lukasik presented a proposal for amending Section 9 of the

Federal Nonnuclear Energy Research and Development Act of 1974. It would

establish a policy whereby the title to inventions and new technology made

under government sponsored R&D will rema1n with the government at all

times. If the nature and potential of the new technology is known, the

contractor would be granted an exclusive license for a ~imited time and

under limited circumstances. ERDA's Administrator would be required to

establish reasonable guidelines for the exerC1se of his discretion in

granting exclusive licenses. Finally, the government would make mone

tary awards to the inventors or originators of scientific or technical

contributions conceived or developed in the performance of the government

contracts.
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Rockwell Industries stated that the fundamental theme underlying its

position is that technology should better be owned by the industrial seg-

ment of a nation than by its government. Retaining title at the source

(the contractor), Rockwell argues, provides added incentive, is consistent

with present U.S. patent concept, promotes overall efficiency, is in the

public interest, and encourages the best contractors to work for ERDA.

Standard oil Company of Indiana commended the patent policies proposed

by ERDA, and recommended their adoption. It voiced the view that cooperation

between ERDA and industry will proceed to the fullest extent if it can be

fostered by granting industry title to patents which are conceived in the

course of a contractual work, and in this regard took note of ERDA's waiver

prov1s1ons and expressed trust that they will not constitute a roadblock in

any way.

The Oil Shale Corporation expressed concern that Section 9 of the Act

may not be administered satisfactorily, even with the benefit of a wa1ver

policy 10 the case of its industry. For several stated reasons it does not

believe it would be proper to apply the patent provisions of the Nonnuclear

Act to the proposed Synthetic Fuels Commercialization Program unless the

requirements of Section 9 were substantially modified.

TRW observed that industry spokesmen have repeatedly warned that

acquisition by the Government of title to energy-related inventions will

discourage invention under government contracts and discourage those

contractors who possess the most valuable proprietary technology from

I
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to remain with the contractor, at least in instances where conception has

taken place before the contract without the usage of ERDA funds.

Ford Motor Company recommends that ERDA's statutory policy of taking

title to inventions arising out of research which it sponsors, in whole or

in part, be changed to that of the Federal Procurement Regulations (FPR).

Ford pointed out that ERDA's enabling statute requires it to take title,

and that it lacks the desirable flexibility of the FPR which provide for

the Government's taking of title or reserving the right to acquire title in

certain cases, and for the contractor to retain rights greater than a

nonexclusive license in certain other cases. In essence, a major differ-

ence between theFPR and ERDA's statute is that the former recognizes rhe

contractor as the' initial owner of all patent rights in an invention while

the latter declares the government to be the owner initially. The risk of

losing rights, especially title, bargained for at the time of contracting

based on respective equities, is in Ford's view a severe deterrent to

accepting ERDA contracts.

General Atomic Company raised no objections to EP~A's title taking

policy, hut suggested modifications in some afits procedural require-

ments and in some of the conditions whereby ERDA grants licenses to its

contractors. For example, it maintained that ERDA should automatically

grant to its nuclear contractors irrevocable nonexclusive licenses in

all inventions made by their employees in the performance of contracts

for ERDA.
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Chrysler Corporation urged ERDA to propose to Congress modifications

which would permit ERDA, as a matter of policy, to grant contractors

title to inventions made ~n the course of performance of ERDA contracts.

Because of his background expertise lIT the field of the invention, the

contractor is the party most likely and able to exploit the invention.

But without title to the patented inventions, the contractor could not

justify the investment required to bring the invention to the market place.

As part of its proposal, Chrysler urged that certain "march-in" rights

be retained by the Government to assure commercial exploitation of the

invention, along with a royalty free, nonexclusive license to the

Government for governmental purposes.

Combustion Engineering, Inc. advocated that title be retained by

the contractor with the government reserving an irrevocable, nonexclusive,

paid-up license for governmental purposes. Further, it urged that such

a provision further incorporate a liberal licensing policy on the part

of the contractor to third parties in the event the contractor was not

making the benefits of the invention reasonably accessible to the publiG.

In the absence of a change in the statutes along these lines, the company

addressed itself to ERDA's proposed title-with-waivers policy and expressed

appreciation for that policy in principle, stating that its efficacy will

depend upon some as yet unknown standards for applying the waiver provision.

The company expressed fear that the waiver provisions will be strictly ap-

plied and the granting of waivers very limited, and saw as a serious defect

the provision that the contractor retain only a revocable license. It

/
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It advocated that exclusive commercial rights in contract inventions

be granted to the contractor for a finite period of time, with the

government retaining the right to practice the invention freely for

all federal government purpos~s. After this initial exclusive period,

the Government would be authorized to acquire rights or to requ~re

licensing to third parties as proves necessary to maximize competition

and provide the broadest utilization of the invention. The one major

change over the Commission on Government Procurement's recommendation

which the Society advocated was that the proposed fixed exclusivity

period of 3 years begin, instead of from the date of issuance of the

patent, from the date of the first commercial utilization of the 1n-

vention.

National Small Business Association urges the enactment of legislation

which would enable ERDA to operate under a two tier government policy.

Under such a policy, ERDA could waive rights amounting to a grant to a

contractor of a non-exclusive royalty-free license up to an exclusive

license for a reasonable royalty for a period less than the life of the

patents with a right to sue. The recommendation would appear to accept

the proposition of the government's taking title in all cases, although

if it should grant the contractor an exclusive license with the right

to sue it would appear that this would be equivalent to leaving title

with or transferring it to the contractor. A further proposal is that

qualified small business be given special preference in acquiring an

exclusive license.

"i
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1n fact negates, incentives of the U.S. Patent System founded by the

Constitution, (2) inhibits investment of private risk capital and

skilled manpower 1n research and development in areas of special or

un1que concern to the government, and (3) reduces competition by highly

qualified firms for government contracts to which such a policy 1S ap-

plicable. The Association favors a policy 1n which title would be left

with the government contractor with rights 1n the government to practice

the inventions for governmental purposes, and in the public to obtain

licenses thereunder in certain situat-ions including those in which the

contractor fails to satisfy public needs.

Computer and Business Equipment Manufacturers Association states

that the proposed ERDA regulations ar~ not clear as to their effect

upon computer software and data cases. It urged that a policy similar

to that adopted by General Services Administration be adopted by ERDA.

Corporate Accountability Research Group advocated a uniform patent

policy applicable to all agencies of government 1n which title to in-

vent ions from federally funded research resides 1n the government, and

the technology is made available to all qualified applicants on a non-

exclusive and non-discriminatory basis. An alternative plan was submitted

for consideration in the event it was deemed essential in the public

interest to have some form of exclusive licensing. It 1S in the form of

a draft of an entire patent policy bill in which the government would

take title throughout the world to all technology and patents arising

"
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North Carolina State University favors adoption of a policy of

allowing universities to acquire patent rights through a mechanism

similar to the Institutional Patent Agreement (IPA) used by the

National Science Foundation. The university further suggested that

1U cases where a university failed to meet the criteria for an IPA

a mechanism be devised whereby the rights to any invention could be

established at the time of awarding rhe grant, relying on such criteria

as the university's capability in the field, any preViOUS patent or

license activity, etc. A further suggestion was that in all university

patent agreements a prOViSion be included that if a university failed

to exercise diligent use of a licensed patent within a specified period

of time, e.g. 3-5 years, the rights would revert entirely to the

government.

Purdue University recommended that ERDA adopt the Institutional

Patent Agreement program.

Stanford University likewise opposes ERDA's proposed title-taking

patent policies and urges ERDA to provide for IPA's in its agreements

with universities.

University of California likewise opposes ERDA's proposed title

taking patent policies and urges the provision for IPA's in ERDA's

agreements with universities.

University of Missouri favors uniform government patent policies

\
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The Patent Law Association of San Francisco expressed the concern

that the ERDA is perpetuating the Government-take-title philosophy

which industry has objected to so strenuously over the years. It

suggested that the use of patent rights as incentives to draw forth

creativity, and to substantiate the investment of further money and

technology to adapt and market the inventions, will be severely re-

strained by the proposed regulations. The Association noted that,

historically, the Government's increasing patent portfolio has not

been greatly utilized as a base for new products; at the same time,

allowing contractors to retain title has not resulted in a concen-

tration of economic power. It favored a policy of leaving title

with the inventing contractor with a license to the Government for

its purposes.

Group II - Universities

American Council on Education (an association of 179 national

and regional education associations and 1,361 institutions of higher

education) urged that ERDA adopt the recommendation of the University

Patent Policy Ad Hoc Subcommittee of the Executive Subcommittee of

the Committee on Government Patent Policy of the Federal Council for

Science and Technology, that in lieu of ERDA's title-with-waiver

policy there should be employed an Institutional Patent Agreement

program.

Case Western Reserve University favors adoption of an Institutional

Patent Agreement program.

I
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Broadly stated, the principal points to which all of the parti-

cipants directed their written or verbal comments may be classified

under the following 4 subjects:

(1) Title vs. license policy (i.e., should the government

take title to or just a license under inventions and patents aris-

ing out of ERDA-sponsored research and development?)

(2) ERDA's waiver provisions (i.e., the provisions in ERDA's

proposed policies and procedures governing the handling of patents,

data and copyrights arising out of ERDA-sponsored research and

development whereby ERDA may waive its rights to take title under

certain conditions, leaving title with its contractors.)

(3) Background rights (i.e., the rights to inventions and

patents owned by ERDA's contractors which may become necessary to

use in order to utilize developments made in the course of per-

forming contracts sponsored by ERDA.)

(4) Mandatory licensing (i.e., requirements imposed by statute

which would require patent owners to forego the injunctive remedy

provided by Title 35 of the U.S. Code against the infringing acts of

another -- either broadly as applied to patents covering a number of

specified subject matters, or limited to patents on energy-related

inventions.)
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Group III - Trade Associations and Other Groups

Association of Aerospace Industries

computer and Business Equipment Manufacturers
Association

Corporate Accountability Research Group

Electronic Industries Association

Federal Council for Science and Technology

Licensing Executives Society (USA) Inc.

Manufacturing Chemists Association

National League of Cities (City of Milwaukee)

National Small Business Association

Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association

Roane-Anderson Economic Council (Tennessee)

Group IV - Industrial Corporations

Aluminum Company of America

Amoco Oil Company

Chrysler Corporation

Combustion Engineering

Dow Chemical

Dresser Industries

DuPont

Exxon Research and Engineering Co.

Fairchild Industries

Ford Motor Company

J
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Following Mr. Johnson's introductory comments he called upon

Dr. Betsy Ancker-Johnson, Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Science

and Technology, to speak. She recalled that a year earlier the Depart-

ment of Commerce had been deeply involved with negotiations with the

United States Senate rejecting the substance of the ERDA patent policy.

She pointed out that neither the Administration (Executive Branch) nor

the Department of Commerce offered the ERDA patent policy, and that

Commerce would not feel in any way offended by criticism of that policy.

However, she indicated that Commerce would be carefully considering and

evaluating all the suggestions made at the ERDA hearings, "not only in

the context of possible changes in ERDA legislation, but also in the

formulation of an Administration proposal looking towards the estab-

lishment of a uniform patent policy covering all federal agencies."

With these rather comprehensive introductory remarks, the hearings

ensued with 15 witnesses being heard on the first day and 13 more on

the second day. In addition to the 28 participants who offered their

views at the public hearings, ERDA received an additional 31 letters

containing comments on ERDA patent policy and/or the issue of manda-

tory licensing. {ERDA also received written comments on the pro-

posed revision of Part 9-9 of the ERDA Procurement Regulations published

October 15, 1975 (40 FR 48363-48380). Because of the close relation-

ship between comments directed to patent policy (Appendix C) and com-

ments directed to the proposed regulations (Appendix B), some letters

were summarized in both appendices.) For the sake of convenience of

i
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Mr. Johnson explained further that the right which ERDA acquires

in this situation 18 not that of ownership, but rather the power to

provide for the licensing of third parties, at ERDA's request, on

reasonable commercial terms. This license will be limited to the field

of contract effort and only when it is absolutely necessary to prac-

tice the ERDA-developed technology. Moreover, it is to be invoked only

when the contractor and his licensees are not meeting the commercial

needs for the subject of the license.

As a final point on which to focus the hearings, Mr. Johnson empha-

sized that the objectives, power and authority of the Administrator

granted by the Congress present one central question: "How does ERDA

intend to administer this authority?" ERDA fully realizes that the

administration of this policy ultimately will determine its success

or failure. Its policies will become meaningless unless an enlightened

Administration undertakes to implement the spirit of the two legislative

enactments.

To emphasize this point, Johnson declared:

"I can state emphatically that it is the intention of the

Administrator of ERDA to make prudent use of the authority

which has been granted to him, with the intention of early

commercial utilization, consistent, of course, with the under-

lying thrust of the Act to protect the rights of the United

States and the general public.

I
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to someone else on an exclusive basis when that is necessary to meet

the objectives of early utilization.

ERDA will not revoke, in fact, it does not have the power to

revoke the contractor's right or license to use his own invention

in any field of use in which the contractor is commercializing the

invention.

Mr. Johnson pointedly commented that the Administrator is given

clear authority to license ERDA inventions on an exclusive or non-

exclusive basis. However, in granting exclusive licenses, the Admin-

istrator must be concerned that in doing so competition will not be

lessened, and that the licenses granted will not result in undue con-

centration of any particular commerce, in any section of the country,

in the sense that such concentration would tend to be in violation of

the antitrust laws.

In those cases where the government's rights have been waived or

a license granted, the government will retain certain IImarch-intl

.I,

rights, i.e., the right to march in and take back the rights: (a) if

necessary for governmental purposes; or (b) otherwise to prevent breach

of existing law, e.g., the antitrust laws; or (c) if it is evident that

the patent owner or licensee is not trying to achieve early commercial

utilization of the invention.
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from the pre-existing Atomic Energy Commission regulations inter

preting the Atomic Energy Act: In April 1975, ERDA issued tempor

ary implementing regulations to provide interim guidance for ERDA's

two contracting and waiver patent policies. On October 15, 1975,

ERDA published Proposed Policies and Procedures for Patents, Data

& Copyrights (41 CFR Part 9-9) which, for the first time, harmonized

its patent policies in regard to both nuclear and nonnuclear activ

ities into one set of regulations.

Mr. Johnson called attention to the fact that Section 9 of the

Nonnuclear Act provides more detailed guidance in the administration

of patent policy than does Section 152 of the Atomic Energy Act. He

pointed out, moreover, that this guidance was derived from estab

lished patent legislation and government executive patent policies,

and is of the type normally considered in making determinations under

any flexible government patent policy.

Discussing Section 9 of the Federal Nonnuclear Energy Research

and Development Act, Mr. Johnson noted that it "provides that the

Administrator may waive all or any part of the rights to any inven

tion or class of invention made under ERDA contracts if he deter

mines that the interests of the United States and the general public

will best be served by such a waiver."

Describing the basic criteria in making such a determination,

Mr. Johnson stated they are as follows:

-I
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PANEL*

for

PUBLIC HEARINGS

on

PROPOSED ERDA PATENT POLICY

November 18 and 19, 1975

James E. Denny, Assistant General Counsel for Patents, ERDA

Jefferson Hill, Department of Justice
Alternate: Kenneth Frankel

Hugh E. Witt, Office of Federal Procurement Policy
Alternate: Charles Goodwin

Dr. Betsy Ancker-Johnson, Department of Commmerce
Alternates: David Eden and Frank Cacciapaglia

R. Tenny Johnson, General Counsel, ERDA
Alternate: Leonard Rawicz, Deputy General Counsel, ERDA

J. Frederick Weinhold, APA, ERDA
Alternate: Ralph Bayrer, APA, ERDA

Dr. Philip C. White, AAFE, ERDA
Alternate: Dr. George Fumich, AFE, ERDA

Gen. Edmund F. O'Connor, DAANE, ERDA
Al ternate: George Kimball, SNS, ERDA

Donald Beattie, ASGA, ERDA
Alternate: Jack Blasy, ASGA, ERDA

Robert W. Ritzmann, ISL, ERDA

Wade Blackman, ERDA

*Note: Not all of the preceding persons actually sat on the
Panel, and those who did sit did not do so for both
full days of the hearings. However, at all times
there were at least six or more persons present, most
of them participating in the question and answer
sessions following presentations by the speakers
who testified. The panelists, by and large, were

f
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and corrections thereon 40 Fed. Reg. 17573, on April 19, 1975 of the

two legislative enactments governing the patent, contracting and

waiver policies of ERDA set forth in Section 152 of the Atomic Energy

Act of 1954, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2182) and in Section 9 of the

Federal Nonnuclear Energy Research and Development Act of 1974 (Pub-

lie Law 93-577). ERDA will shortly publish revised regulations for

ERDA-PR Part 9-9 (41 CFR Part 9-9) and will seek written comments on

the regulations.

The intent of the hearings is to provide a forum for members of

the public to express their view on the two legislative enactments

upon which ERDA patent policy is based, rather than to consider

details of proposed ERDA patent and data regulation language. Com-

ments regarding specific ERDA regulations language should be addressed

to the Assistant General Counsel for Patents, U.S. Energy Research

and Development Administration, Washington, D.C. 20545.

Notice is hereby given by the U.S. Energy Research and Develop-

ment Administration that a public hearing on the Subsection 9(n)

Report on existing ERDA patent policy, including the desirability of

mandatory licensing, will be held on November 18 and 19, 1975, at

10:00 a.m. (Local time) in the Auditorium, U.S. Energy Research and

Development Administration Building, Md. State Rt. 118, Germantown,

Maryland.

All persons or organizations desiring to submit comments or

suggestions or participate through written or oral presentations

I,
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The study will be referred to the appropriate Congressional

committees. Several committees have an interest in this area.

Although the study will not necessarily lead to changes in our

patent laws per se (title 35 of the United States Code), never-

theless, copies of it should be forwarded to both House and

Senate Judiciary Committees. The specific responsibility for

the ERDA patent policy rests in th~ committees with legislative

jurisdiction over ERDA. These latter committees are expected

to give due consideration to any suggestions which the Judiciary

Committees may make regarding the report, and the Senate con-

ferees believe that consideration of the report in the Senate

should be with the full participation of the Senate Judiciary

Committee."

The General Counsel of the Energy Research and Development

Administration (ERDA) has been delegated responsibility to arrange

and organize an inter-agency task force to complete this Congres-

sionally mandated task. In accordance with the mission of ERDA as

outlined in the "Declaration of Purpose ll of the Energy Reorganiza-

tion Act of 1974, Public Law 93-438, the objective of ERDA patent

policy is to provide an incentive function to stimulate commercial

industrial development in energy fields as well as protect the pub-

lie's interest. The task force will focus on how ERDA patent policy

is performing this incentive and protection function, and the desir-

ability of mandatory licensing.

I
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FEDERAL REGISTER NOTICE

HIGHLIGHT

ERDA: Energy Research and Development Administration publishes

notice of public hearings on Subsection 9(n) of Public

Law 93-577-Report on Patent Policy.

NOTICE OF HEARING

Subsection 9(n), public Law 93-577 "Federal Nonnuclear Energy

Research and Development Act of 1974" provides that:

"Within twelve months after the date of the enactment of this

Act, the Administrator with the participation of the Attorney

General, the Secretary of Commerce, and other officials as the

the President may designate, shall submit to the President and

the appropriate congressional committees a report concerning

the applicability of existing patent policies affecting the

programs under this Act, along with his recommendations for

amendments or additions to the statutory patent policy, inc lud-

ing his recommendations on mandatory licensing, which he deems

advisable for carrying out the purposes of this Act."

The Conference Report, Report No. 93-1563, accompanying this

legislation amplified the scope and extent of this report by stating:

"Subsection 9(n) reflects the conferees' concern for harmonizing

the patent policies within ERDA. For example, nuclear programs

I
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